HARVARD-TECHNOLOGY SCHOOL IN PUBLIC HEALTH ESTABLISHED

Under Initiative of Prof. W. T. Sedgwick the War Department Sends Women to Institute

For Training in Bacteriology

GRADUATES TO SERVE IN BASE HOSPITALS

An important step towards utilizing women in army work has been announced in the establishment of the Harvard-Technology School of Public Health of its intensive courses in bacteriology, chemistry, and the various divisions of health work and administration. This step, the result of recommendations made by the War Department, is only a partial solution of the problem, but one which has been very active, for in addition to the Boston Board of Health and the proposed courses, it seemed a proper matter to take the places of men in laboratories whose regular workers would otherwise be called to military service. Professor Sedgwick made the tour of New England colleges and explained to women students his plan for summer course at Technology.
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SUMMER READING A DISCUSSION

Before the war, when we had time to think and breathe comfortably, we used to say a great deal about the appalling lack of a liberal engineering education. The product of the engineering school, they would have us believe, was only a giantically trained computing machine. Since the war, care only that he shall be a good machine and worry not at all about his liberty as to any thing but paying Liberty Bonds.

The English liberal education has been taking advantage of all this and while our mind has been diverted elsewhere has been using up to the hilt. It has been inflicting the liberal into our flat and tasteless life whether or not we ask for it. And so the English liberal courses and a history course to play with, they take a few more minutes or an hour less and a peace of six or seven cents. We are now starting at summer reading.

Summer reading fills, to our mind, a long felt want and a real place in our private economy. There are a lot of good and classical books that we have heard referred to as many times that it becomes like the housekeeper's acknowledgments of introduction: "No, I've never read it." It is a thing but paying Liberty Bonds.

It is with regret that we announce the resignation of Donald D. Way '19 from the office of General Manager of THE TECH, due to press of academic work. Mr. Way has served THE TECH faithfully for the past three years starting at the bottom where his patience is a freshman and working his way to the top by sheer merit. During the summer of 1917, when it was decided the paper should run throughout the summer months, Mr. Way threw all his energy into The War-Time TECH, and it was really a live and ambitious that maintained its face in the shrinking staff the necessary work of publishing the accurate news of Technology's part in winning the war. Since then the paper has been written and made up, as much as possible, by Mr. Way. In the fall following, when the Institute was once more, as we have said, the staff was again replenished, but he was nevertheless active in the shape of contributions from the staff. THE TECH's service flag could show many stars. Mr. Way never less has gone bravely do, getting out the paper with a staff which changed its make-up with from more to less hardly, with more energy.

Where we hear a large percentage of men from training stations have been dismissed from the Navy because of chronic neurasthenia. The Navy, therefore, is more worried over this. A trip in a river over the very tarry road in front of the buildings would determine once and for all a man's susceptibility to "mal de mer" and would serve an admirable seasickness test for applicants.

We were not very worried over the possibility of air attacks until we heard that anti-aircraft guns were to be mounted in the Public Gardens. Somebody is always taking the joy out of life.
A war was a Glover. Make "W. S. C. 10" your battle-cry.

Many are giving their lives; you are entitled only to your money. In this era of public health, public education is the stay-at-home's day.
We have gathered the text from the image.